[Rah•vel•a]
To reveal, make known,
discover or divulge.

Your Next Speaker
@RevelaGroup
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Beating Bad Behavior.

What people’s negative beliefs about others is costing you…and what to do about it.

You’re About to be Netflix’d.

Doing more of the same is not the future of your business.

It’s Like the Chicken and the Egg.
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Which comes first: culture or strategy?

Redefining Strategy.
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How do you solve the unsolvable?

3 Mistakes Leaders Make.
Managing organizational change.

Too Big for your Britches.

Is your company outgrowing your executive team?

Sh!t Happens!

Easy as One, Two, Three.

Coaching your team.
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At least make your conflict productive.

Giving and receiving feedback.

Why your difficult conversations are so difficult.

If we don’t change the system, we’ll keep getting the same results.

Evolving the Employee Experience.

6 Super Simple Secrets for Retaining the Best Employees.

Making it easy for people to be successful.
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Taking a more personalized approach to work and career development.
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The Human
Element
3 Reasons Why Leadership Training Fails.
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5 Steps to Improving Tough Talks.
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You Can’t Handle the Truth!
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No More Excuses!

Be accountable for accountability in reaching your company’s goals.

Are You Managing Time or is Time Managing You?
Three things you should stop doing to be more productive.
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Positive, Negative, or Neutral.

How your mindset affects the way you treat others.

Has Your Mind Been Hijacked?
Easy steps to finding your focus.

Available times for all topics:
20 Minutes \ 1 Hour \ 2 Hours
You choose based on your needs.

Andrea Fredrickson
Obsessed with behavior change, Andrea’s
personal mission is to help people “get it.”
To see things differently. Self-reflect. And
never stop looking for ways to improve
themselves on a personal and professional
level. Purpose-driven. Asks “why.” Gives
others a voice.
Because of Andrea’s background in
Human Services and her work with
Organizational Behavior, her
knowledge spans across strategic
planning, corporate university
development, cultural change,
team building, and leadership &
supervisory development.
Passionate about results, she
puts clients’ business
objectives first.

Michelle Hill
An ambitious leader with the
natural ability to create forward
momentum to build teams and
get results. She inspires others to
look within themselves and to
challenge the status quo. She helps
create high-performing environments.
Michelle brings a diverse background:
operations, employee development,
and sales in the steel, hospitality, and
consulting industries.
Approachable. Outgoing and extremely
independent. Genuine, yet non-traditional.
She thrives on challenging people and
energizing them to make change. Outside of
work, you will see her competitive side engaged
in her daughter’s sports and ISU athletics. She
loves life, her four-legged companions, and
captures all the moments through her camera’s lens.

Lona Smart
Results-oriented. She gets things done. Lona’s
analytical approach supports her strategic way
of thinking. If you’re looking for a solution, she’ll
find it. A change leader. Curious. A natural
facilitator, she always asks “why.” Her passion
is helping companies work through the
difficulties of organizational change.
She’s not someone you’ll catch in front of
the TV. Adventurous. Lona’s passion for
the outdoors and bike riding embarks
her on adventures you couldn’t
imagine.
Lona strives to help people better
themselves, which explains her time
spent volunteering for multiple
organizations, her work devoted to
helping in the community, and
her background working in
Behavioral Health.

Need a Breakout Session?
Pick a topic.

We’ll work with you to customize a breakout session that fits your needs. We’ll make it work for your group.

Examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build Your Willpower
Courage to be Vulnerable
Controllable vs. Uncontrollable
Dealing with Unacceptable Performance
Developing the Potential of People
Exercise Responsibility for Words & Actions
Goal Setting
Habits of Thought: Changing Behavior
High Performance Leadership
Identifying Blind Spots
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Leadership Presence
Mini-Habits for Success
Multi-Generational Environment
Powerful Presentations
Self Talk: Live Purposefully
Six Questions Deep
Speed Networking
Trust is an Action, Not Just a Word
Understanding Self and Others
Vision Board: The Power of Vizualization

Since 1989, Revela has helped leaders and managers think about how they lead.
Challenged the status quo. Helped shape effective leadership styles.

an experience.

A revelation of untapped skilled and hidden potential that is
transformed into a leadership style that engages employees,
creates excitement, earns respect, and generates greater
outcomes for your organization.

is

self-discovery.

Guiding people in leadership roles to recognize their
strengths, develop their skills, and create a relationship with
their team that builds confidence, fosters communication,
and celebrates personal success. Our approach makes Revela
unlike any other leadership development group. We believe
in coaching rather than teaching. Self-awareness over
textbook examples. Personalization versus cookie-cutter.

Contact Us:
Info@RevelaGroup.com
1508 Leavenworth Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68102
712.322.1112

www.RevelaGroup.com/speaking

REQUEST A SPEAKER

